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In Brief
Cases

 ■ ABC LTD v Y [2010] EWHC 3176 (Ch) December 6, 2010, unrep. (Lewison J.)
Court records – supply of documents to non-party

CPR rr.5.4C and 39.2, Practice Direction 39A (Miscellaneous Provisions Relating to Hearings) para.1.11. Human 
Rights Act 1998 Sch.1 Pt. I art.6. Several companies (C) bringing claim against individual (D) seeking injunctions 
restraining him from disclosing or misusing confidential information. During the interlocutory stages of the proceedings, 
several hearings held in private, and at one of them, on September 27, 2007, Master making order preventing supply of 
any documents from court records of the proceedings to non-parties. Following the compromise of the proceedings, on 
June 25, 2008, at a hearing held (apparently) in public, Master making consent order which (1) included an undertaking 
by D to be bound by a permanent injunction, (2) recited that the parties had agreed to terms contained in a confidential 
schedule to the order (not filed with the court), and (3) made permanent the court records order of September 27. 
Subsequently, another individual (X), who was not a party to the proceedings, applying to court under r.5.4C for 
permission to obtain documents from court records on ground that they were “required in connection with other related 
ongoing proceedings”. In particular, X seeking copies of the full version of the Master’s order of June 25, D’s defence and 
counterclaim, and any witness statement made by D. Held, in redacted version made public of private judgment, (1) 
where the court has considered the question of access to documents on the court file and has restricted access, or where 
the applicant is seeking documents filed for the purposes of a hearing that after due consideration the court has decided 
should take place in private, permission under r.5.4C(2) should be granted only if there are “strong grounds for thinking 
that is necessary in the interests of justice to do so”, (2) in the circumstances there were no such grounds for granting X 
permission to obtain copies of D’s defence and counterclaim and any witness statement made by D, however (3) X was 
by r.5.4C(1)(b) and para.1.11 entitled to a copy of the Master’s order of June 25, 2008, but only in the form it existed on 
the court file, (4) an order made under r.5.4C stating that, subject to further order, “non-parties may not obtain copies of 
documents on the court file” is not appropriate, because (a) it exceeds the scope of r.5.4C(4) and, (b) as it duplicates the 
effect of r.5.4C(2), is unnecessary. Observations on application of principle of open justice to interlocutory proceedings. 
Dian AO v Davis Frankel & Mead [2004] EWHC 2662 (Comm), [2005] 1 W.L.R. 2951 (Moore-Bick J.), R. (Taranassi) 
v Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority [2009] EWHC 130 (Admin), January 14, 2009, unrep. (Saunders J.), 
ref’d to. (See Civil Procedure 2010 Vol. 1 paras 5.4C.7, 5.4C.10, 39.21 and 39APD.1.)

 ■ GULF INTERNATIONAL BANK v AL ITTEFAQ STEEL PRODUCTS CO [2010] EWHC 2601 (QB), 
September 20, 2010, unrep. (Field J.)

Judgment on admissions – specified amount of money – time to pay

CPR rr.14.9, 14.10 and 40.11. On May 13, 2009, standstill agreement concluded between bank (C) and other creditors 
(X) of two Arabian companies (D1 and D2) and their guarantor (D3) to permit restructuring negotiations. After expiry 
of period of agreement, C withdrawing from the negotiations and, in May, 2010, C commencing claim against D1 
and D3 for repayment of loan, and in July, 2010, C commencing similar claim against D2 and D3. As between X and 
the defendants, standstill agreement period extended and restructuring negotiations continued. Defendants serving 
notices of admission under r.14.4, in C’s first claim on August 25, 2010, and in C’s second claim on August 11, 2010. 
In relation to both admissions, defendants making a request under r.14.9 for postponement of date of payment of 
sums to January 1, 2011, on basis that there was a real prospect of a rescheduling agreement benefiting all creditors 
being concluded by that date. Upon C’s rejecting this request, and filing notice under r.14.10(2), date of payment 
falling to be fixed by the court under s.14.10(4). C applying for judgments on the admissions and defendants cross-
applying for time to pay. Held, granting the application and refusing the cross-applications, (1) the general rule is 
that a party must comply with a judgment or order for the payment of an amount of money within 14 days of the 
date of the judgment or order (r.40.11), (2) when exercising the discretion under r.14.10 to extend that period the 
court is bound to have regard to the interests of the relevant parties and, where enforcement can take place within 
the jurisdiction, to the methods of enforcement available to the judgment creditor, (3) it is unlikely that mere inability 
to pay will suffice to justify the extension of the normal period, particularly where the parties are business entities, 
(4) where the judgment debtor is liable to be wound up or made bankrupt, either within the jurisdiction or without, 
the interest of third parties will only very rarely, if at all, be a justification for an extension of time under r.14.10 
(or r.40.11), (5) the court will only exceptionally extend time under r.14.10 (or r.40.11), and then only where the 
judgment debtor is solvent and for relatively short periods of time, (6) there was no real prospect of a restructuring 
agreement to which C might be party being concluded by January 1, 2011. Gipping Construction Ltd v Eaves [2008] 
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EWHC 3134 (TCC), December 11, 2008, unrep. (Akenhead J.), Amsalem v Raivid & Raivid [2008] EWHC 3226 
(TCC), December 19, 2008, unrep. (Akenhead J.) (See further “In Detail” section of this issue of CP News.) (See Civil 
Procedure 2010 Vol.1 paras 14.10.5 and 40.11.1.)

 ■ GUY v BARCLAYS BANK PLC [2010] EWCA Civ 1396, December 8, 2010, CA, unrep. (Lord 
Neuberger M.R., Patten & Black L.JJ.)

Re-opening of final appeal – determination refusing permission to appeal

CPR rr.24.2, 52.3(6) and 52.17, Practice Direction 52 para.25. Land Registration Act 2002 Sch.4 para.2(1)(a). 
Land (worth £30m) transferred by individual (D) to company (X) and X executing charge over it in favour of bank 
(C) to secure in part moneys owed to it by another company (Y). Upon default in re-payment and Y’s going into 
administration (after failing to re-pay C £100m), C as registered proprietor of the charge putting land up for sale. D 
entering notices against the registered titles. C commencing proceedings against D to clear notices off. In defence, 
D contending that the transfer was void as made without his authority. On C’s application for summary judgment, 
judge holding that C was free to exercise its powers of sale, and refusing D permission to appeal. On April 9, 
2008, Court of Appeal dismissing D’s application for permission to appeal ([2008] EWCA Civ 452). In doing so, 
Court upholding judge’s decision that, even if the facts were as D asserted, it was not reasonably arguable that C’s 
charge was registered as a result of a “mistake” rectifiable under para.2(1)(a) and was other than valid and genuine. 
A year later, D making application under r.52.17 for permission to re-open the Court’s determination refusing D 
permission to appeal. D submitting (1) that the rectification issue (i.e. the question whether “mistake” in para.2(1)
(a) was restricted to mistakes in registration) raised a difficult point of law, (2) that the Court erred in concluding that 
D’s appeal would not have a real prospect of success, and (3) that the Court’s determination was plainly wrong and 
unjust. Held, dismissing application, (1) the criteria in r.52.17 are to be construed in the light of the authorities, (2) the 
Court’s jurisdiction under the rule is concerned with special circumstances where the judicial process itself has been 
corrupted (e.g. by fraud or bias), (2) the approach to be adopted by the Court to applications under r.52.17 should be 
the same whether the determination challenged (a) is a final judgment reached after full argument, or (b) is a refusal 
of permission to appeal reached without the full merits having been considered, (3) it could not be contended in this 
case that the Court’s determination that permission to appeal should be refused had been arrived at by a corrupted 
process. Taylor v Lawrence [2002] EWCA Civ 90, [2003] Q.B. 528, CA, In re Uddin [2005] EWCA Civ 52, [2005] 
1 W.L.R. 2398, CA, Jaffray v Society of Lloyd’s [2007] EWCA Civ 586, [2008] 1 W.L.R. 75, CA, ref’d to. (See Civil 
Procedure 2010 Vol.1 paras 24.2.5, 52.17.2 and 52PD.136.)

 ■ HUSHCROFT v P & O FERRIES [2010] EWCA 1483, December 21, 2010, C.A., unrep. (Sedley, 
Moore-Bick & Elias L.JJ.)

Order subject to conditions – “unless” order – payment into court condition

CPR rr.3.1(3) & 3.1(5). Employee (C) bringing personal injury claim against former employers (D). On grounds (1) 
that C’s claim did not have a reasonable prospect of success, (2) that he had failed to comply with orders of the 
court, and (3) that he did not have the resources to meet any adverse order for costs, D applying under r.3.1(3) 
and 3.1(5) for an order that D pay a sum into court “as security for costs with conditions”. At CMC hearing of this 
application, held after the trial window had been vacated, district judge making order under r.3.1(3) requiring 
C to pay sum into court by April 17, 2009, in default of which his claim would be struck out forthwith. Circuit 
judge dismissing C’s appeal. After permission to make second appeal had been refused on paper, single lord 
justice granting C permission to appeal on limited ground of whether the court’s jurisdiction under r.3.1(3) may 
be exercised on basis that a party has failed to comply with court orders. Held, allowing appeal, (1) the fact that 
r.3.1(3) allows the court to make an order subject to conditions shows that the rule is concerned with the basis 
on which the proceedings will be conducted in the future, and that remains the case even when the condition is 
imposed in order to make good the consequences of some kind of previous misconduct, (2) the rule does not give 
the court a general power to impose conditions on one or other party whenever it happens to be making an order, 
and the power should not be exercised only if there is a history of repeated failures to comply with orders of the 
court or the party in question is not conducting the proceedings in good faith, (3) before exercising the power, 
the court should identify the purpose of imposing a condition and satisfy itself that the condition it has in mind 
represents a proportionate and effective means of achieving that purpose, having regard to the order to which it 
is to be attached, (4) the specific power given to the court under r.3.1(5) to order a party to pay a sum of money 
into court, in the circumstances provided for therein, is quite distinct from the general power granted by r.3.1(3) 
to impose conditions. Olatawura v Abiloye [2002] EWCA Civ 998, [2003] 1 W.L.R. 275, CA, Ali v Hudson[2003] 
EWCA Civ 1793, [2004] C.P. Rep. 15, CA, Halabi v Fieldmore Holdings Ltd [2006] EWHC 1965 (Ch), ref’d to. (See 
Civil Procedure 2010 Vol.1, paras 3.1.4 and 3.1.5.)
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 ■ JSC BTA BANK v KYTHREOTIS [2010] EWCA Civ 1436, December 14, 2010, CA, unrep. 
(Longmore, Aikens & Patten L.JJ.)

Freezing order – assets covered by order

CPR r.25.1(1)(f), Practice Direction 25A para.6.1 and Annex, Admiralty and Commercial Courts Guide App.5. Foreign 
nationalised bank (C) bringing claim against former chairman of C’s board (D) and others alleging mis-appropriation of 
investments valued at US$300m. On C’s application, judge granting freezing order against D. Para.6 of order cast in same 
terms as that paragraph appears in the freezing order example adapted for use in the Commercial Court and published 
in App.5. For purpose of clarifying scope of D’s disclosure obligation under the freezing order, C applying for order that 
para.6 was effective to cover certain assets which D contended were not covered by the freezing order. Judge granting 
application. Held, dismissing D’s appeal, (1) the formulation of para.6 in the freezing order example contained in App.5 is 
broader than that in the example annexed to PD 25A, (2) the former, but not the latter, expressly includes assets in which 
the respondent is interested “legally, beneficially or otherwise”, (3) the broader formulation included assets held by D as a 
trustee or nominee for a third party. Federal Bank of the Middle East v Hadkinson [2000] 1 W.L.R. 1695, CA, Raja v Van 
Hoogstraten [2004] EWCA Civ 968, [2004] 4 All E.R. 793, CA, ref’d to. (See further “In Detail” section of this issue of CP 
News.) (See Civil Procedure 2010 Vol.1 paras 25.1.25.6 & 25APD.6, and Vol.2, paras 2A-162 & 15-68.)

 ■ PFIZER HEALTH AB v SCHWARZ PHARMA AG [2010] EWHC 3236 (Pat), December 8, 2010, 
unrep. (Floyd J.)

Court records – supply of documents to non-party – grounds of patent invalidity

CPR rr.5.4C and 63.6, Practice Direction 5A paras 4.3 and 4A, Practice Direction 63 para.4.2. Company (C) 
commencing claim against another company (D) for infringement of two pharmaceutical patents. Grounds of 
invalidity in D’s counterclaim amended several times. Before October 2, 2006, judge making order discontinuing 
proceedings, save for C’s application to amend one of the patents, and in January 2007, making order discontinuing 
the amendment proceedings. In April 2010, firm of solicitors (X) acting for undisclosed clients (for commercial 
reasons, interested in assessing the validity of the patents) making non-party application for supply from court 
records of documents in the infringement proceedings. Application not opposed by C or D. Master directing that X 
should have permission to obtain copies of claim form and various consent orders, but referring to judge question 
whether (after comments of C and D had been received) permission for other documents should be granted. Held, 
granting permission in relation to certain documents, including grounds of invalidity, statements of grounds and 
opposition in the amendment proceedings, and witness statements, (1) in the circumstances of this case it was 
appropriate for the court to entertain an application made by a professional adviser of an undisclosed commercial 
client, (2) an application under r.5.4C must adequately identify the document or class of documents sought, and 
must identify the grounds on which they are sought (para.4.3), (3) there is no unfettered right to documents on 
the court file except where the rules so specify, (4) the permission requirement is a “safety valve” to allow access 
to documents which should in all the circumstances be provided, (5) the principle of open justice is a powerful 
reason for allowing access to documents where the purpose is to monitor that justice was done, particularly as it 
takes place, (6) where the purpose is not to monitor that justice was done, but the documents have nevertheless 
been read by the court as part of the decision making process (including the process of determining pre-trial 
applications), the court should lean in favour of disclosure if a legitimate interest can still be shown for obtaining 
the documents, (7) a party who is commercially active in a technical field to which a patent relates has a legitimate 
interest in seeing the grounds on which a patent is attacked, (8) the procedure under r.5.4C should not in general 
be used for obtaining copies (a) of documents which are available from public sources, such as UKIPO or the EPO, 
or (b) of publicly available documents exhibited to documents (e.g. to witness statements) on the court file. Judge 
explaining that, as a result of amendments made to Pt 63 and PD 63 coming into effect on October 1, 2009, where 
patent validity is challenged, (a) a copy of the grounds of invalidity does not have to be sent to the Comptroller, 
and therefore is not included in UKIPO files available for inspection there by non-parties, but (b) such grounds 
form part of the statement of case, of which a non-party may obtain a copy without permission (r.5.4C(1)). Dobson 
v Hastings [1992] Ch. 394, Dian AO v Davis Frankel & Mead [2004] EWHC 2662 (Comm), [2005] 1 WLR 2951, 
ref’d to. (See further “In Detail” section of this issue of CP News.) (See Civil Procedure 2010 Vol.1 paras 5.4C.7 
and 5APD.4A, and Vol.2, para.2F-21.)

 ■ PINK FLOYD MUSIC LTD v EMI RECORDS LTD [2010] EWCA Civ 1429, The Times, December 21, 
2010, CA (Lord Neuberger M.R., Laws & Carnwath L.JJ.)

Court of Appeal – sittings in private – anonymisation orders

CPR rr.5.4C, 39.2 & 52.3. Service company (C) for group of musicians bringing claim against record company (D) 
under licensing agreement. C applying for summary judgment and for declarations in relation to the interpretation 
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of the agreements. Judge granting application ([2010] EWHC 533 (Ch)), in judgment slightly redacted in parts. On 
appeal to Court of Appeal, apparently on basis of commercial sensitivity, case listed in the Daily Cause List to be 
heard in private under anonymised case name (P v E). At commencement of appeal hearing, Court directing that 
hearing should proceed in open court, but continuing order restricting non-party access to documents in court 
records. In dismissing appeal, Master of the Rolls, (1) stating (a) that an appeal would be heard in private and parties 
anonymised in the Court of Appeal only if, and to the extent that a member of the Court was satisfied that it was 
necessary for the proper administration of justice, and (b) that, although not bound by it, the Court would normally 
pay close attention to the decision of the court below to grant or permit a private hearing or anonymisation, and 
(2) explaining practice to be followed by parties wishing to apply for privacy and/or anonymity in the Court, or to 
continue orders to those effects. (See further “In Detail” section of this issue of CP News.) (See Civil Procedure 2010 
Vol.1 paras 39.2.1, 39.2.11, 40.2.11 and 52.0.12, 52.3.4 and 52.12.6.)

 ■ RAJVAL CONSTRUCTION LTD v BESTVILLE PROPERTIES LTD [2010] December 14, 2010, CA, 
unrep. (Ward, Longmore & Patten L.JJ.)

Judgment in default of acknowledgment of service – conditions for – setting aside on conditions

CPR rr.3.1(3), 7.8, 12.3 and 13.3. Contractor (C) bringing contractual claim against company (D). C’s particulars of 
claim, when served on D, not accompanied by (as required by r.7.8(1)) form for acknowledging service. C obtaining 
judgment against D under r.12.3(1) in default of acknowledgment of service. D applying under r.13.3 for order setting 
default judgment aside. Judge granting application, but imposing condition that D should pay £75,000 into court. 
Held, allowing D’s appeal, where a condition with which a party is unable to comply is imposed on an order granting 
that party’s application under r.13.3, the court’s decision is tantamount to a refusal and, in effect, a final decision, (2) 
for that reason, a court’s setting aside a default judgment on condition that money be paid into court should not be 
regarded as simply a case management decision, (3) where a defendant has been properly served with the claim form 
and the particulars of claim, but the particulars were not accompanied by a form for acknowledgment of service, 
the conditions of r.12.3(1) are nevertheless satisfied, as the requirements of r.7.8(1) are not to be incorporated into 
that provision, however, (4) a failure to comply with r.7.8(1) is a relevant factor in the consideration of whether a 
default judgment should be set aside pursuant to r.13.3(1)(b). Godwin v Swindon Borough Council [2001] EWCA 
Civ 1478, [2001] 1 W.L.R. 997, CA, Hughes v Alan Dick & Co Ltd [2008] EWHC 2695 (QB), ref’d to. [Ed.: see also 
Gulf International Bank BSC v Ekttitab Holding Company KSCC November 15, 2010, unrep. (Simon J.).] (See Civil 
Procedure 2010 Vol.1 paras 7.8.1, 12.3.1 and 13.3.1.)

 ■ STANDARD BANK PLC v AGRINVEST INTERNATIONAL INC [2010] EWCA Civ 1400, The Times, 
January 10, 2010, CA. (Ward, Moore-Bick & Etherton L.JJ.)

Setting aside default judgment – need to apply promptly

CPR. rr.12.3 & 13.3. Bank (C) commencing contractual claim against company (D) and serving claim form 
abroad. Upon D’s not filing an acknowledgment or defence, in February 2008, C entering judgment by default 
for US$7.5m under r.12.3. In March 2009, on ground that they had a real prospect of successfully defending the 
claim, D applying under r.13.3 to set judgment aside. Judge finding that D had a real prospect of successfully 
defending the claim but, on ground that D had not made the application promptly, dismissing the application 
([2009] EWHC 1692 (Comm)). Held, dismissing D’s appeal, (1) D’s defence depended entirely on whether by 
letter C had terminated the contract, (2) that question raised a short point of construction which was amenable to 
determination on D’s r.13.3 application, (3) the judge erred in holding that D had a real prospect of defeating C’s 
claim on that basis, (4) in the circumstances, it was unnecessary for the Court to consider whether D’s application 
was made promptly. Court stating that promptness will always be a factor of considerable significance and, if 
there has been a marked failure to make the application promptly, a court may well be justified in refusing relief, 
notwithstanding the possibility that the defendant may well succeed at trial. JH Rayner (Mincing Lane) Ltd v 
Cafenorte SA Importadora e Exportadora SA [1999] EWCA Civ 2015, [1999] 2 Lloyd’s Rep. 750, CA, ref’d to. (See 
Civil Procedure 2010, Vol.1, para.13.3.3.)
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In Detail
TIME TO PAY SPECIFIED AMOUNT WHERE JUDGMENT ON 
ADMISSIONS

At common law the position was that a money judgment was expressed in one sum which became enforceable in 
its entirety immediately. The County Courts Act 1846 recognised that the small debtor against whom a county court 
money judgment had been obtained was unlikely to be able to pay his judgment debt forthwith and gave the court 
powers to afford him some pre-execution protection.

The foundation of the legislative framework for that protection is nowadays found in s.71(1) of the County Courts Act 
1984 (see White Book 2010 Vol.2, para.9A-559). That sub-section states that where a judgment is given or an order 
made under which a sum of money of any amount is payable, a county court may, as it thinks fit, order the money to 
be paid either (a) in one sum, whether forthwith or within such period as the court may fix, or (b) by such instalments 
payable at such times as the court may fix. By this provision, and by other sections in the Act 1984 Act, in particular, 
ss.71(2), 86 and 88 (op cit paras 9A-584 and 9A-589), a county court has power to protect the debtor against the 
hardship of execution if he is genuinely unable to pay the debt or instalments ordered. Thus s.71(2) states that, if the 
court is satisfied that a party is unable to pay, the court may suspend or stay the judgment or order until it appears that 
the cause of inability has ceased; s.86(1) provides that, where an instalment order has been made, no execution shall 
be issued until after default in payment of some instalment; and if execution has been issued, s.88 enables the court to 
stay the execution, if it is satisfied that the party is unable from any cause to pay the sum recovered or any instalment.

Rules of court supplementing this legislation included rules that enabled a defendant upon being served with a 
summons for a money claim immediately to take advantage of the protection afforded by it by admitting all or part of 
the claim and making an offer to pay by instalments. If the claimant did not accept the defendant’s payment proposals 
the matter was determined by the court. Before the CPR came into effect, rules supporting these powers were found 
in (what had become in 1981) Order 9 of the CCR (especially rr.2 and 3).

By the legislation referred to above, a county court has power to postpone the date of payment of a money judgment 
at every step in the process. When a judgment is given or an order is made the court may (as it thinks fit) stipulate 
that payment should be required, not forthwith, but at some future date (s.71(1)(a)), or (if the debtor is unable to pay) 
it may achieve the same result by, whatever the judgment or order says, suspending or staying it (s.71(2)). Further, the 
court may, either in addition to or instead of postponing payment, make an instalment order (s.71(1)(b)), and if the 
debtor defaults on that the court may stay execution (if he is unable from any cause to pay) (s.88).

No comparable legislation was enacted to protect defendants to High Court money claims. This difference between 
High Court procedure and county court procedure was of no significance whilst the jurisdiction of county courts over 
money claims was restricted to very small amounts. But the fact that a county court had power under (what is now) 
s.71(2) to suspend or stay a money judgment where the defendant was adjudged unable to pay, whereas the High 
Court did not, attracted the attention of law reformers during the 1960s when, with the significant increase (in real 
terms) of the monetary limits of county courts, it became apparent that creditors could in effect deny the debtor the 
protection afforded by that provision by choosing to bring their claims in the High Court rather than in county courts. 
In 1962, an attempt to tackle this problem was made, not by granting the High Court, by legislation and rules of court, 
the several powers that county courts could exercise to protect defendants who were unable to pay the whole of a 
debt forthwith, but by inserting in the RSC, what is now, CPR Sch.1 RSC Ord.47, r.1 (Power to stay execution by fieri 
facias) (see White Book 2010 Vol.2, para.sc47.1). That rule states that where the court is satisfied, on an application 
made at the time of judgment or order (or at any time thereafter), by the party liable to execution that (a) there are 
special circumstances which render it inexpedient to enforce the judgment, or (b) the applicant is unable from any 
cause to pay the money, then the court may by order stay the execution of the judgment or order by writ of fieri facias 
either absolutely or for such period and subject to such conditions as it thinks fit.

At the time it was not thought necessary to insert in the RSC rules comparable to those found in (what became) Order 9 of 
the CCR, which would have invited and enabled a defendant to respond to a High Court writ for a money claim by admitting 
the debt and making an offer to pay by instalments. RSC Ord.47. r.1 afforded the debtor protection by staying execution. 
The combination of the provisions in (what is now) s.71(1) of the 1994 Act and CCR Ord.9 afforded him pre-execution 
protection. When experience showed that defendants unable to satisfy High Court judgments rarely took advantage of RSC 
Ord.47, r.1, it was argued that this was because such rules had not been inserted in the RSC. Subsequent recommendations 
that High Court and county court procedures should be brought into line in this respect were not acted upon.
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But then came the CPR, bringing together in a uniform set of rules provisions regulating procedure in the High Court 
and in the county courts, including the procedure for the handling of money claims. The draftsman could have 
decided that the distinction between High Court and county court procedure explained above should be retained, 
but he did not. The provisions in CCR Ord.9 were enacted (in a modernised form) in Part 14 (Admissions) (in 
particular, rr.14.4 to 14.10), and made applicable to both High Court and county court money claims. RSC Ord.47, 
r.1 was re-enacted in Sch.1 to the CPR. Thus procedures originally designed to protect the small debtor who asserted 
that he was unable to pay apparently became available to the debtor who owed millions. Under r.14.9 a defendant 
to a money claim (whatever its amount) who makes an admission may make a request for time to pay; that is to say 
may make a proposal about the date of payment or a proposal to pay by instalments (r.14.9(2)). In the absence of the 
claimant’s consent, the matter is determined by the court under r.14.10. Para (4) of that rule states that the court will 
enter judgment for the amount admitted “to be paid at the time and rate of payment ordered by the court”.

It would seem that it remains the case that, if the claim is a county court claim, the jurisdiction exercised by the court 
in such circumstances is derived from the statutory provisions in the County Courts Act 1984 referred to above. Those 
provisions make it clear that any ruling made by the court under r.14.10 as to rate of payment where a judgment’s 
debtor’s request under r.14.9 for time to pay is opposed by the judgment creditor is to be made in the light of the 
judgment debtor’s ability to pay. Rules 14.9 and 14.10 (neither of which makes any mention of ability to pay) are 
purely supplemental and only make sense in the context of the provisions in the 1984 Act.

But where the claim is a High Court claim, the source of the court’s jurisdiction to postpone payment or to order 
payment by instalments cannot be found in the 1984 Act but must be sought elsewhere. The question which then 
arises is: in these circumstances, on what basis should the court exercise its powers under r.14.10(4)? As the following 
discussion of the recent case of Gulf International Bank v Al Ittefaq Steel Products Co [2010] EWHC 2601 (QB), 
September 20, 2010, unrep., shows, in a High Court claim inability to pay may not be a relevant criterion. (For 
summary of this case, see “In Brief” section of this issue of CP News.)

In the Gulf International Bank case, a bank brought claims in the High Court to recover specified amounts of 
money advanced to two Saudi corporations and an individual guarantor. The defendants took advantage of r.14.4 
and admitted the whole of the claimant’s claims, totaling approximately US$20m, and made a request under r.14.9 
for time to pay. The bank did not accept the request with the result that the court was called upon to make a 
determination as to date of payment under r.14.10(4).

In dealing with this matter, Field J. took as the starting point the general rule, stated in r.40.11, that a party must 
comply with a judgment or order for the payment of money within 14 days of the date of judgment. The defendants’ 
application was to the effect that, in exercising its powers under r.14.10(4), the court should enter judgment for the 
amount admitted to be paid, not within 14 days, but on January 1, 2011 (over three months’ hence). The defendant 
corporations were in serious financial difficulties and not in a position to satisfy the claims admitted, but contended 
that there was a real prospect that a re-structuring agreement, currently in negotiation between them and their 
creditors, would be finalised by that date. They submitted that, if the bank sought to recover the sums admitted before 
that date, they would be forced into insolvency (and the individual defendant into bankruptcy) with the result that 
the bank would recover only a small proportion of the sums due. If, on the other hand, the bank could not proceed 
to enforcement until the re-structuring agreement was in place and chose to join in that agreement, it would recover 
a much greater proportion.

The defendants’ application for time to pay was unsuccessful. Field J. was not satisfied that there was a real prospect 
that a re-structuring agreement would be finalised before January 1, 2011, and was inclined to dismiss the application 
on that ground alone. His lordship considered the approach that a court should adopt when making a determination 
under r.14.10(4) as to date of payment in a case such as this. He concluded that no special considerations arose; the 
court should approach the matter in the same way as it would approach an application for an extension of the 14 
day period for compliance with a money judgment arising in other procedural circumstances. Accordingly, usually 
a judgment debtor’s mere inability to pay would not suffice to justify extending time for payment under r.14.10(4) to 
a date beyond the normal 14 day period. His lordship said that, when exercising the discretion under that rule the 
court is bound to have regard to the interests of the relevant parties and, after conceding that, where the debtor is in 
a parlous financial situation, the interests of other creditors will be engaged, added (para.23):

“But since this country’s bankruptcy and winding-up regimes are designed to take account of these interests and 
are supervised by specialist courts, these third party interests will, in my opinion, only very rarely, if at all, be a 
justification for an extension of time under r.14.10 or r.40.11 where the debtor is liable to be wound up or made 
bankrupt within the jurisdiction. This approach will also likely be adopted when a debtor is liable to be wound up 
or made insolvent under a foreign insolvency regime, the protection of third party interests being a matter for that 
regime rather than this court.”
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His lordship concluded (para.24):

“It follows that, in the ordinary way, this court will only exceptionally extend time under r.14.10 and r.40.11 and then 
only where the judgment debtor is solvent and for relatively short periods of time and after which the whole judgment 
debt will become payable. Further, in reaching its decision, the court will give careful consideration as to whether 
some provision in respect of interest ought to be made in light of the fact that the judgment debtor will be being kept 
out of his money for the period of the extension.”

It appears to have been agreed in this case that the High Court has the same jurisdiction as that conferred on the 
county courts by s.71(1)(a) of the 1984 Act. That is (as was explained above), jurisdiction, when giving judgment or 
making an order under which a sum of money of any amount is payable, to order that the money be paid in one 
sum “within such period as the court may fix”. That is the jurisdiction that the applicant was asking the court to 
exercise when it made its application under r.14.10(4), specifically for the purpose of fixing the date of payment at 
January 1, 2011. (The question that Field J. answered was not whether the jurisdiction existed but whether it should 
be exercised.) It would be surprising if the High Court did not have such jurisdiction (whether the defendant has 
admitted the claim and CPR Pt 14 is engaged or not), but what is its legal basis? Clearly it is not s.71(1)(a) (as it applies 
to county courts only), and it is not RSC Ord.47, r.1 (because the court was not being asked to stay execution). Para 
(a) of r.40.11 (Time for complying with a judgment or order) does not in terms grant it, but appears to acknowledge 
that the jurisdiction exists, and on that narrow ledge it has been held at first instance that High Court jurisdiction to 
postpone payment may be derived from that provision (Gipping Construction Ltd v Eaves [2008] EWHC 3134 (TCC), 
December 11, 2008, unrep. (Akenhead J.), Amsalem v Raivid & Raivid [2008] EWHC 3226 (TCC), December 19, 2008, 
unrep. (Akenhead J.)). Similarly, r.14.10(4) does not in terms grant the jurisdiction, but appears to acknowledge that it 
exists, and it would seem that in the instant case the judgment debtor’s application was entertained on the basis that 
(where CPR Pt 14 is engaged) High Court jurisdiction to postpone payment may be derived from that provision too.

SUPPLY OF DOCUMENTS TO NON-PARTY FROM COURT RECORDS
CPR r.5.4C states (in para.(1)(b)) that the “general rule” is that a person who is not a party to proceedings may obtain 
from the court records a copy of a judgment or order given or made in public (whether made at a hearing or without 
a hearing) (White Book 2010 Vol.1 para.5.4C, p 128). This is subject to the “only if” conditions in para.(3) of the 
rule (which, in effect, postpone the non-party’s access until proceedings have reached a particular stage). Rule 5.4C 
further provides (in para.(2)) that a non-party may, if the court gives permission, obtain from the records of the court a 
copy of “any other document filed by a party, or communication between the court and a party or another person”. (It 
should be noted that witness statements are caught by this further aspect of r.5.4C, including even witness statements 
deployed in the course of a trial held in public.)

In r.5.4C there is no express reference to judgments or orders given or made in private, but the distinction between 
public and private hearings is drawn in paras 1.11 and 1.12 of Practice Direction 39A (Miscellaneous Provisions 
Relating to Hearings). Those paragraphs recite that, when a hearing takes place in public, “members of the public” 
(which would include non-parties) may obtain a transcript of any judgment given or a copy of any order made, 
subject to payment of the appropriate fee (para.1.11), and when given or made in private, if any member of the public 
who is not a party to the proceedings seeks a transcript of the judgment or a copy of the order, he must seek the leave 
of the judge who gave the judgment or made the order (para.1.12) (White Book 2010 Vol.1 para.39APD.1, p.1086).

CPR r.5.4C further states (in para.(1)(a)) that it is the general rule that a person who is not a party to proceedings may 
obtain from the court records a copy of a statement of case, but not any documents filed with or attached to the 
statement of case, or intended by the party whose statement it is to be served with it. This, too, is subject to the “only 
if” conditions in para.(3) of the rule; but it is also qualified by para.(4) of the rule. That paragraph states:

“The court may, on the application of a party or of any person identified in a statement of case—

(a) order that a non-party may not obtain a copy of a statement of case under paragraph (1);

(b) restrict the persons or classes of persons who may obtain a copy of a statement of case;

(c) order that persons or classes of persons may only obtain a copy of a statement of case if it is edited in accordance 
with the directions of the court; or

(d) make such other order as it thinks fit.”

CPR r.39.2 recites another “general rule”, and that is that court hearings (both interlocutory and trial) should be 
in public. That general rule is in accord with the principle of open justice, as derived from the common law and 
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as guaranteed (to parties and to the public) by art.6 of the Convention (Right to a fair trial) (see White Book Vol.1, 
para.39.2.1). In a given case, the question whether the court should not sit in public may be affected, not only by 
that principle, but also by whether and how other articles of the Convention are engaged; in particular art.8 (Right to 
respect for private and family life) and art.10 (Freedom of expression), for example, where an application is made for 
an injunction restraining the publication of confidential information.

The “general rule” stated in r.5.4C, by providing non-party access documents in court records, is also in accord with 
the principle of open justice. And it follows that an order made by the court under r.5.4C(4), preventing a non-party 
from obtaining copies of documents to which he would otherwise be entitled in accordance with that general rule, 
is in derogation of that principle. Accordingly, it has been held that such an order must be granted only when it is 
necessary and proportionate to do so, with a view to protecting the rights which applicants (and others) are entitled 
to have protected by such means (G v Wikimedia Foundation Inc [2009] EWHC 3148 (QB), December 2, 2009, 
unrep. (Tugendhat J.)). Where such orders interfere with freedom of expression (which, of course, will not always, 
and probably will not normally, be the case) they should only be granted in circumstances which provide maximum 
protection for the persons or classes of persons affected, and the least interference with the right of freedom of 
expression necessary to protect the applicant’s rights (ibid.).

The provisions referred to above fell for consideration in the recent cases of ABC Ltd v Y [2010] EWHC 3176 (Ch), 
December 6, 2010, unrep. (Lewison J.), and Pfizer Health AB v Schwarz Pharma AG [2010] EWHC 3236 (Pat), 
December 8, 2010, unrep. (Floyd J.).

In the ABC Ltd case, Lewison J. (in a redacted version of private judgment made public) reviewed and analysed the 
rules and the relevant authorities (including those on the application of the principle of open justice to this area of 
procedural law). (The facts and the court’s decision in this case are summarised in the “In Brief” section of this issue 
of CP News.) This was a case in which, for good reasons, hearings (both interlocutory and trial) would have to be 
held in private, either wholly or partly. At an early stage, a Master made an order (presumably on the application of 
one or other of the parties) stating that, subject to further order, “non-parties may not obtain copies of documents on 
the court file”. Lewison J. said that this order “sealing the court file” was unusual in two respects, (1) because, on the 
face of it, it purported to prevent a non-party from having access to all of the documents covered by r.5.4C, including 
any judgment or order given or made in public, and (2) because, insofar as it applied to “any other document filed 
by a party”, it did no more than put into order form the effect r.5.4C(2).

In the event, the claim was compromised and did not go to trial. The court made a consent order reflecting the 
compromise (part of which was a comprehensive confidentiality agreement). That order (1) included an undertaking 
by the defendant (D) to be bound by a permanent injunction, (2) recited that the parties had agreed to terms contained 
in a confidential schedule to the order (not filed with the court), and (3) made permanent the order sealing the court 
file. Subsequently, a non-party (X) applied to the court for permission to obtain from the records of the court copies 
(1) of the full version of the consent order, (2) of D’s defence and counterclaim, and (3) of any witness statement made 
by D. The application was made on ground that these documents were “required in connection with other related 
ongoing proceedings”. The application was opposed by the claimants.

Lewison J. found that the consent order was made at a hearing in public and held (applying r.5.4C(1)(b) and para.1.11 
of Practice Direction 39A) that X was entitled to a copy of that order “as it exists on the court file” (on payment of the 
appropriate fee), but otherwise dismissed X’s application.

In relation to X’s application for permission to obtain copies of statements of case, in the form of D’s defence and 
counterclaim, the position was that the Master’s order sealing the court file was in effect an order made under 
r.5.4C(4), and so the question for the judge was whether that order was rightly made. In relation to X’s application for 
permission to obtain copies of any witness statement made by D, the question for the judge was whether permission 
should be granted under r. 5.4C(2). (It may be noted that neither r.5.4C(4) nor r.5.4C(2) imposes any fetter on the 
court, and it may be commented that it is unlikely that the proper approach to each would differ.)

In dealing with X’s applications for permission to obtain copies of D’s defence and counterclaim, and of any witness 
statement made by D, Lewison J. relied principally on the judgment of Moore-Bick J. in Dian AO v Davis Frankel & 
Mead [2004] EWHC 2662 (Comm), [2005] 1 W.L.R. 2951. In that case Moore-Bick J. held (1) that, where documents 
on the court record concerning particular proceedings contained information that may have a direct bearing on 
issues in other proceedings in which the non-party is a party, the non-party had “a legitimate interest” in obtaining 
access to them, (2) that in the case of documents that were read by the court as part of the decision-making process 
in the particular proceedings, the court ought generally to lean in favour of granting the such non-party permission 
to obtain copies of them in accordance with the principle of open justice, (3) that in the case of documents not read 
by the court as part of the decision-making process, the court should not be willing to grant permission as a routine 
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matter, but should only do so if there are “strong grounds for thinking that it is necessary in the interests of justice to 
do so”.

In the instant case, Lewison J. concluded (para.43) that in a case where the court has considered the question of 
access to documents on the court file and has restricted access, or where the applicant is seeking documents filed for 
the purposes of a hearing that after due consideration the court has decided should take place in private, the court 
should not lean in favour of granting a non-party permission to obtain copies of them, but should apply the second 
(and stricter) of the tests proposed by Moore-Bick J. in the Dian AO case. The question was, therefore: “whether 
there are strong grounds for thinking that it is necessary in the interests of justice that [X] should have access to the 
documents he seeks in so far as they were deployed at hearings held in private”. His lordship held that this question 
should be answered in the negative, but his detailed reasons for doing so do not appear in the redacted version of 
the private judgment made public.

In the other recent case, Pfizer Health AB v Schwarz Pharma AG op cit, the documents held in court records sought 
by the non-party related to a patent infringement claim which had been compromised without trial but after a 
certain amount of pre-trial activity in which the court was involved. (The facts and the court’s decision in this case 
are summarised in the “In Brief” section of this issue of CP News.) In those earlier proceedings the patent was 
attacked in the defendant’s counterclaim and grounds of invalidity served and filed and it was that document that 
was of particular interest to the applicant. (It is well known that non-parties are often keen to inspect the grounds of 
invalidity in a patent action, in order to assist their own actual or intended attack on its validity.)

Floyd J. explained that, in part, the application before him fell to be decided “under rules which are increasingly 
of historical interest only”. This was because, as a result of amendments made (not to Part 5, but) to Part 63 and 
the practice direction supplementing that Part coming into effect on October 1, 2009, where patent validity is 
challenged, the grounds of invalidity form part of the statement of case, of which a non-party may obtain a copy 
without permission (r.5.4C(1)).

His lordship referred to and adopted the distinction drawn by Moore-Bick J. in Dian AO v Davis Frankel & Mead op 
cit, between documents that have been read by the court as part of the decision-making process and those that have 
been filed but not read. His lordship said (para.28):

“This is not a case where the third party can contend that it is interested in seeing whether justice was done in the 
main proceedings, far less monitoring that process while it is taking place. I would, however, accept straightaway that 
a party who is commercially active in a technical field to which a patent relates has a legitimate interest in seeing the 
grounds on which a patent is attacked. Sight of these documents will help the third party to take sensible commercial 
decisions. It may in some cases deter him from taking legal action. In other cases it may save him considerable time 
and effort and money in locating relevant prior art.”

Floyd J. was prepared to accept that some other documents sought by the non-party applicant, apart from the 
grounds of invalidity (including filed witness statements), had been seen and considered by the court in the earlier 
proceedings in hearings for directions and in dealing with interlocutory applications. His lordship held that these 
documents thereby fell into the category of documents that had been read by the court “as part of the decision-
making process” and that, as the non-party applicant a legitimate interest in obtaining them the court should lean in 
favour of disclosing them to a non-party who showed a legitimate interest in obtaining them.

ASSETS AFFECTED BY FREEZING INJUNCTION
Paragraph 6.2 of Practice Direction 25A (Interim Injunctions) states that “an example” of a freezing injunction is 
annexed to the practice direction, and para.6.2 states this example “may be modified as appropriate in any particular 
case” (White Book 2010, Vol.1, paras 25APD.6 and 25APD.10, and White Book Forms Volume, Miscellaneous Forms 
F1).

In the Admiralty and Commercial Courts Guide (8th edition 2009) para.F15.5 states that a “standard form of wording 
for freezing injunctions” is set out in Appendix 5, and adds that that form has been “adapted for use in the Commercial 
Court and should be followed unless the judge hearing a particular application orders otherwise”. That Guide, 
including the Appendix is printed in the White Book (see Vol. 2, paras. 2A-99 & 2A-162).

In both versions of the order, para.5 states that the respondent must not remove or dispose of or deal with “his assets”, 
and in both versions para.6 of the order elaborates on the application of para.5. But the terms of para.6 as presented 
in the “example” are not the same as the terms in which it is presented in the “standard form”.

In the “standard form”, the paragraph is as follows:
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“Paragraph 5 applies to all the Respondent’s assets whether or not they are in his own name, whether they are solely 
or jointly owned and whether the Respondent is interested in them legally, beneficially or otherwise. For the purpose 
of this order the Respondent’s assets include any asset which he as the power, directly or indirectly, to dispose of 
or deal with as if it were his own. The Respondent is to be regarded as having such power if a third party holds or 
controls the asset in accordance with his direct or indirect instructions.”

In the “example”, the italicised words do not appear. The significance of the addition of those words was considered 
by the Court of Appeal in the recent case of JSC BTA Bank v Kythreotis [2010] EWCA Civ 1436, December 14, 2010, 
C.A., unrep. (Longmore, Aikens and Patten L.JJ.) (for summary of this case, see “In Brief” section of this issue of CP News). 
The facts were that, on the claimant’s (C) application, a Chancery Division judge granted a freezing order against the 
defendant (D) in which (as C requested) para.6 was cast in the broader “standard form” terms. Later on, for the purpose 
of clarifying the scope of D’s disclosure obligations, C sought a ruling on the question whether para.6 was effective to 
cover certain assets which D contended were not covered by the order. Proudman J. held that they were and D appealed.

In delivering the lead judgment on the appeal, Patten L.J. said that the issue was whether the additional words include 
assets which C held as a trustee or nominee for a third party. His lordship noted that, in Federal Bank of the Middle 
East v Hadkinson [2000] 1 W.L.R. 1695, C.A., the Court of Appeal had held the expression “his assets” did not 
include assets which, though held in the name of the respondent, were owned beneficially by someone else, and 
that after that ruling the last two sentences in para.6 had been added. If the correct construction of para.6 of the order 
made in the instant case was, as C contended and as the judge ruled, it would mean that the additional words at the 
end of the first sentence in that paragraph “have considerably enlarged the scope of the injunction”.

As is explained in the White Book, well before the CPR came into effect, a “standard form” for a freezing injunction 
was annexed to a Practice Direction in which it was stated that that form should be used “save to the extent that 
the judge hearing a particular application considers that there is good reason for adopting a different form” (see Vol. 
1, para.25.1.25.6). The publication of the “standard form” in this way was done for the convenience of judges and 
practitioners. The creation of the freezing injunction (formerly Mareva injunction) was a judicial innovation (dating 
from 1975) based on the equitable jurisdiction of the High Court (see White Book 2010,Vol.2, para.15-54 et seq.). 
The substantive terms of such injunction were settled in a series of cases. And it was those terms which were included 
in the “standard form”. There was never any suggestion that the substantive terms could be amended by practice 
direction. But, obviously, the senior judiciary responsible for making practice directions before the CPR came into 
effect would have been remiss had they not made sure that the substantive terms of the “standard form” kept up with 
case law developments (e.g. the Court of Appeal decision in the Federal Bank of the Middle East case). The fact that 
an “example” is annexed to PD 25A and that a “standard form” is in an Appendix to the Admiralty and Commercial 
Court Guide gives the contents of those versions of a freezing order no special weight.

When it comes to the substantive terms of a freezing order, one could scarcely point to more important terms than 
those defining what is meant by “his assets”, that is, the respondent’s assets. And one would assume that, if a court 
concluded that any substantive term in any published version of an “example” of, or a “standard form” for, a freezing 
injunction exceeded what has been decided authoritatively, it would not grant, or if granted would set aside, an 
injunction in those terms for lack of jurisdiction.

In the event, in the instant case the Court of Appeal held that the broader formulation of the first sentence of para.6, 
as that term appears in the “standard form” set out in App.5 to the Admiralty and Commercial Courts Guide, had 
the effect of bringing into the definition of “his assets” any assets held by D as a trustee or nominee for a third party. 
Presumably, it must now be taken that the Court of Appeal has decided that the scope of the assets that may be frozen 
by a freezing injunction extends to such assets, because, as submitted above, the fact that a Court Guide contains a 
version of a freezing order that in terms includes such assets would be of no significance if it did not accurately reflect 
what the law said on the matter.

It may be noted that, as a result of the decision of the Court of Appeal in this case, a change has been made to para.6 
of the “standard form” in App.5 to the Admiralty and Commercial Courts Guide, and it will be published in the 
revised form in the next edition of this Guide. The phrase “and whether the Respondent interested in them legally, 
beneficially or otherwise” is now set in square brackets, indicating its alternative or additional status, and a footnote 
attached to it states: “Whether this wider wording should be included in relation to the Order and/or the provision of 
information will be considered by the court on a case by case basis”.
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PRIVATE HEARINGS AND ANONYMISATION ORDERS IN COURT OF 
APPEAL

In Pink Floyd Music Ltd v EMI Records Ltd [2010] EWCA Civ 1429, The Times, December 29, 2010, C.A. (Lord 
Neuberger M.R., Laws and Carnwath L.JJ.), the Court of Appeal dismissed the defendant’s appeal in a case involving 
the interpretation of a licence agreement. (For summary of this case, see “In Brief” section of this issue of CP News.) 
Their lordships were not entirely agreed on the substantive issues raised by the appeal. In his judgment, Lord 
Neuberger M.R., said that appeal also gave rise to concerns about private hearings and anonymisation, and on this 
matter there was no disagreement.

Lord Neuberger M.R. explained that the appeal was listed in the Daily Cause List to be heard in private under the case 
name “P v E”. It appeared that the only reason for that was the alleged commercial sensitivity of a precise percentage 
figure in a clause in the agreement, and that explained the fact that the judge in the court below redacted his 
judgment to an extent. The Master of the Rolls doubted whether that aspect of the case justified secrecy or redaction 
and added that, in any event, that did not justify having any part of the hearing in private, let alone anonymising the 
parties. His lordship said (para.62):

“The percentage could be, and was, referred to in court, as in the judgments, as “XX”, and any risk that the percentage 
might be inadvertently mentioned in open court could be, and was, dealt with by our making an order that no 
reference to the percentage could be made outside court, even if it was mentioned in court.”

And his lordship explained that the Court had made an order, similar to one made in the court below, restricting 
public access to court documents, for the purpose of ensuring that the percentage was not seen by, or revealed to, 
third parties.

By these means it was possible for the appeal hearing to proceed in open court. However, it remained the case that 
“it was wrong in principle that this appeal was not properly listed”. The appeal provided a good opportunity for the 
Court “to make it clear that a private hearing or party anonymisation will be granted in the Court of Appeal only if, 
and only to the extent that, a member of the Court is satisfied that it is necessary for the proper administration of 
justice”.

In paras 67 to 69 of his judgment, Lord Neuberger gave specific guidance on this matters as follows.

“67. The fact that the first instance judge granted or refused to permit a private hearing or anonymisation cannot be 
conclusive of such issues in the Court of Appeal (although the judge’s refusal of such relief will, in most cases, render 
any subsequent application on appeal pointless). A first instance judge’s decision on such an issue self-evidently does 
not bind the Court of Appeal, and cannot determine how an appeal in this court proceeds. However, this court would 
normally pay close regard to the judge’s decision, especially if expressed in a reasoned judgment. Nonetheless, in 
relation to appeals, the Court of Appeal should not depart from the general rule that litigation is to be conducted in 
public, unless a judge of that court is persuaded that there are cogent grounds for doing so.

68. In a case where permission to appeal is required from this court, then, where the applicant wants a private 
hearing or anonymisation, the correct procedure is to apply for an appropriate order at the time permission to appeal 
is sought. If another party to such an appeal wants a private hearing or anonymisation, or in a case where permission 
to appeal has been granted below, if any party has such a wish, the party concerned should make an appropriate 
written application to this court. Where any application for a hearing in private or anonymisation is made, it will be 
referred to a single Lord Justice, who will, at any rate initially, consider it on paper. If such an application is granted 
ex parte and another party (or a representative of the media) objects, the order will, of course, be reconsidered.

69. Of course, particularly in a case in which anonymisation or privacy was granted below, where anonymisation or 
privacy is sought in an appeal to this court, it would (at least in the absence of unusual circumstances) be appropriate 
for the parties and the court to maintain anonymisation or privacy on an interim basis, without a direction from a 
judge of this court, until it was possible for this court to rule on the question of whether an order for anonymisation 
or privacy should be made.”
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interlocutory appeals
hearing cause threat to trial 
date, [2010] 9/4

routes of appeal
case summary, [2010] 10/3
general note, [2010] 10/11—
[2010] 10/12

Applications
amendments to practice direction

summary, [2010] 3/8
Supreme Court, [2010] 5/12

Supreme Court
amendments to practice 
direction, [2010] 5/12

Arbitration
anti-suit injunctions

general approach, [2010] 5/3
challenges to substantive 
jurisdiction

person ‘who takes no part in 
proceedings’, [2010] 9/2—
[2010] 9/3

Arbitration claims
amendments to Part

general, [2010] 8/8—[2010] 8/9

amendments to practice direction
summary, [2010] 9/9—[2010] 
9/10

Assessors
role

striking out applications, in, 
[2010] 10/3

striking out applications
race relations claims, [2010] 
10/3

“ATE policy”
disclosure

jurisdiction of court, [2010] 
7/4—[2010] 7/5

Bias
judgments and orders

reasons in order, [2010] 2/2
Blackmail

hearings
‘a hearing, or any part of it, 
may be in private, [2010] 9/2

Case management
judicial review

claims brought predominately 
for collateral purpose, [2010] 
8/2—[2010] 8/3

relief from sanctions
case summary, [2010] 7/5, 
[2010] 9/5—[2010] 9/6, 
[2010] 10/6
general note, [2010] 7/6—
[2010] 7/7

striking out statements of case
unless orders, [2010] 8/3—
[2010] 8/4, [2010] 9/5—
[2010] 9/6, [2010] 10/6

Cause of action
limitation periods

objective test as to knowledge, 
[2010] 5/8

Change of circumstances
general note

after grant of permission to 
appeal, [2010] 6/7—[2010] 
6/8

permission to appeal
case summary, [2010] 6/4
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general note, [2010] 6/7—
[2010] 6/8

Change of solicitor
amendments to practice direction

summary, [2010] 3/8—[2010] 
3/9

Civil Courts Order 1983
amendments, [2010] 2/5

Civil evidence
amendments to practice direction

summary, [2010] 2/10
Civil Jurisdiction and Judgments 
Regulations 2009

amendments, [2010] 1/6
Civil Procedure Rules

amendments
general, [2010] 2/5, [2010] 
4/5, [2010] 8/4, [2010] 9/6
Parts, to, [2010] 1/9—[2010] 
1/11, [2010] 2/9, [2010] 
3/6—[2010] 3/7, [2010] 8/5—
[2010] 8/10, [2010] 9/9—
[2010] 9/11
practice directions, to, [2010] 
1/11—[2010] 1/12, [2010] 
2/10—[2010] 2/12, [2010] 
3/7—[2010] 3/12

application
amendments to Part, [2010] 
2/9, [2010] 3/6

interpretation
amendments to Part, [2010] 
2/9, [2010] 3/6

practice directions
amendments, [2010] 1/11—
[2010] 1/12, [2010] 2/10—
[2010] 2/12, [2010] 3/7—
[2010] 3/12
electronic working, [2010] 
3/13—[2010] 3/15
Equality Act 2010, [2010] 8/10
publication and reporting, 
[2010] 2/8

pre-action protocols
amendments, [2010] 3/13, 
[2010] 8/10

Claim forms
service

usual or last known residence, 
at, [2010] 10/2
‘usual residence’, at, [2010] 
6/4—[2010] 6/5

Clerical errors
judgments and orders

slip rule, [2010] 9/4
Co-defendants

general note
particulars of claim, [2010] 
2/7—[2010] 2/8

particulars of claim
case summary, [2010] 2/4—

[2010] 2/5
general note, [2010] 2/7—
[2010] 2/8

Commencement of proceedings
amendments to Part

summary, [2010] 3/7
Committal for contempt

general note
information from judgment 
debtors, [2010] 9/7—[2010] 
9/8

information from judgment 
debtors

case summary, [2010] 9/3
exercise of discretion, [2010] 
9/3
general note, [2010] 9/7—
[2010] 9/8

procedure
formalities to be observed, 
[2010] 6/5

Committal orders
information from judgment 
debtors

case summary, [2010] 9/3
exercise of discretion, [2010] 
9/3
general note, [2010] 9/7—
[2010] 9/8

Community Legal Service (Funding) 
Order 2007

amendments, [2010] 5/7
Confiscation orders

amendments to Part
summary, [2010] 8/10

Contempt of court
committal procedure

formalities to be observed, 
[2010] 6/5

general note
false statements, [2010] 8/6

Contingency fee agreements
damages-based agreements, 
[2010] 5/7

Contribution
‘damage in question’

meaning, [2010] 5/5
“Correction of errors”

judgments and orders
slip rule, [2010] 9/4

slip rule
intention of court, [2010] 9/4

Costs
amendments to Part

summary, [2010] 2/9
amendments to practice direction

summary, [2010] 3/9—[2010] 
3/12
Supreme Court, [2010] 5/13—
5/15

assessment

consent order before 
allocation, [2010] 3/3
costs judge not entitled to 
rescind trial judge’s order and 
order assessment on different 
basis, [2010] 3/2

exaggeration of claims
successful party, by, [2010] 1/6

expense of providing security
whether recoverable as costs 
incidental to proceedings, 
[2010] 5/5

hourly rates
guidelines for 2010, [2010] 
5/10

misconduct of parties
order depriving successful 
party of part of costs, [2010] 
1/2

judicial review
respondent’s entitlement, 
[2010] 3/4—[2010] 3/5

payments on account
exercise of discretion prior to 
detailed assessment, [2010] 
6/2

set-off
expiry of paying party’s 
security guarantee before final 
certificate, [2010] 2/2

Supreme Court
amendments to practice 
direction, [2010] 5/13—5/15

Costs out of LSC fund
time limits

no discretion to extend, [2010] 
5/3

Court documents
non-party access

anonymity of parties, [2010] 
3/3
misuse of private information 
claims, [2010] 10/5
privacy claims, [2010] 10/4

Court Funds Rules 1987
amendments

generally, [2010] 3/15—[2010] 
3/16
summary, [2010] 3/5

Courts and Legal Services Act 1990
amendments, [2010] 5/7

Cross-appeals
Supreme Court

amendments to practice 
direction, [2010] 5/12

Crown proceedings
amendments to practice direction

summary, [2010] 3/12
Damages-Based Agreements 
Regulations 2010

amendments, [2010] 5/7
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Date of trial
See Trial dates

Death (parties)
possession claims

appointment of representative, 
[2010] 7/2

Supreme Court
amendments to practice 
direction, [2010] 5/13

Declaratory judgments
declarations without trial

effect of failed striking out 
application, [2010] 8/2

Default judgments
amendments to Part

summary, [2010] 1/9—[2010] 
1/10

amendments to practice direction
summary, [2010] 1/11

general note
setting aside, [2010] 1/7—
[2010] 1/8

setting aside
case summary, [2010] 1/3—
[2010] 1/4
general note, [2010] 1/7—
[2010] 1/8

Defective products
substitution of parties

expiry of limitation period, 
after, [2010] 6/3

Derivative claims
addition after expiry of limitation 
period

case summary, [2010] 6/5
general note, [2010] 6/6—
[2010] 6/7

general note
addition after expiry of 
limitation period, [2010] 6/6—
[2010] 6/7

Detailed assessment
amendments to practice direction

general, [2010] 8/4, [2010] 9/6
summary, [2010] 9/10—[2010] 
9/11

pilot schemes
county court provisional 
assessment, [2010] 8/4, [2010] 
9/6, [2010] 9/10—[2010] 9/11

Disapplication
limitation periods

case summary, [2010] 2/2—
[2010] 2/3
forensic prejudice to 
defendant, [2010] 2/6—[2010] 
2/7
general note, [2010] 2/6—
[2010] 2/7

Disclosure
duty of search

electronically stored 
information, [2010] 6/2—
[2010] 6/3

electronic documents
practice directions, [2010] 
8/4, [2010] 8/7—[2010] 8/8, 
[2010] 9/6, [2010] 9/9

freezing injunctions
without prejudice 
communications not divulged 
to judge, [2010] 4/4

practice directions
electronic documents, [2010] 
8/4, [2010] 8/7—[2010] 8/8, 
[2010] 9/6, [2010] 9/9

pre-action disclosure
‘likely to be a party to 
proceedings’, [2010] 9/5—
[2010] 9/6

standard disclosure
documents to be disclosed, 
[2010] 8/3

specific disclosure
unless order taking effect, 
[2010] 10/6

Disclosure statements
false statements

‘with the permission of the 
court’, [2010] 8/2

“Draft judgments”
revision

publication of unrevised 
version, [2010] 4/4—[2010] 
4/5

Dwelling House (Execution of 
Possession Orders by Mortgagees) 
Regulations 2010

amendments, [2010] 8/2
Electronic disclosure

practice directions
general, [2010] 8/4, [2010] 
8/7—[2010] 8/8, [2010] 9/6, 
[2010] 9/9

Electronic documents
disclosure

practice directions, [2010] 
8/4, [2010] 8/7—[2010] 8/8, 
[2010] 9/6, [2010] 9/9

Electronic working
practice direction

general note, [2010] 3/13—
[2010] 3/15
introduction, [2010] 3/5
summary, [2010] 3/7—[2010] 
3/8

“Electronically stored information”
standard disclosure

duty of search, [2010] 6/2—
[2010] 6/3

“Employment tribunal proceedings”
damages-based agreements, 

[2010] 5/7
procedural sanctions

sanction, [2010] 1/4
Enforcement

amendments to practice direction
summary, [2010] 3/12

foreign judgments, of
public policy, [2010] 2/3—
[2010] 2/4

judgments and orders, of
amendments to Part, [2010] 
8/9

judgments in different 
jurisdictions, of

amendments to Part, [2010] 
1/10—[2010] 1/11, [2010] 3/7
amendments to practice 
direction, [2010] 1/11—[2010] 
1/12

Enforcement officers
order restraining claim against 
officer

grounds for refusal, [2010] 6/3
Equality Act 2010

practice directions
general, [2010] 8/4
summary, [2010] 8/10

Evidence
amendments to practice direction

summary, [2010] 2/10
Expert witnesses

immunity from suit
effect of failed striking out 
application, [2010] 8/2

False statements
disclosure statements

‘with the permission of the 
court’, [2010] 8/2

general note
contempt proceedings, [2010] 
8/6

“Family Advocacy Scheme”
amendments to statutory 
instruments, [2010] 5/7

Foreign judgments
enforcement

public policy, [2010] 2/3—
[2010] 2/4

Forfeiture orders
amendments to Part

summary, [2010] 8/10
Forms

Supreme Court
amendments to practice 
direction, [2010] 5/12

Fraud
fresh evidence

probative of judgment 
obtained by fraud, [2010] 4/4

general note
new trial of quantum where 
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fraud on court alleged, [2010] 
4/6—[2010] 4/8

Freezing injunctions
full and frank disclosure

without prejudice 
communications not divulged 
to judge, [2010] 4/4

general note
liberty to deal with foreign 
assets, [2010] 1/8

liberty to deal with foreign assets
case summary, [2010] 1/3
general note, [2010] 1/8

setting aside
Chabra order in support of 
foreign proceedings, [2010] 
1/2—[2010] 1/3

worldwide orders
setting aside order, [2010] 
1/2—[2010] 1/3
variation of standard wording, 
[2010] 1/3

Fresh evidence
appeals

probative of judgment 
obtained by fraud, [2010] 4/4

Full and frank disclosure
freezing injunctions

without prejudice 
communications not divulged 
to judge, [2010] 4/4

Further information
duties of parties in procedural 
disputes

case summary, [2010] 7/4
general note, [2010] 7/8

general note
duties of parties in procedural 
disputes, [2010] 7/8

necessary and proportionate
case summary, [2010] 7/4
general note, [2010] 7/8

Handing down judgments
redaction

application to reopen 
judgment, [2010] 1/5

Hearing dates
postponement orders

principles to be applied, 
[2010] 4/3

Hearings in open court
generally

‘a hearing, or any part of it, 
may be in private, [2010] 9/2

Hourly fees
guidelines for 2010, [2010] 5/10

Human rights
Supreme Court

amendments to practice 
direction, [2010] 5/13

Immunity from suit
expert witnesses

effect of failed striking out 
application, [2010] 8/2

Information from judgment debtors
committal orders

case summary, [2010] 9/3
exercise of discretion, [2010] 
9/3
general note, [2010] 9/7—
[2010] 9/8

general note
committal orders, [2010] 9/7—
[2010] 9/8

stay of execution
effect on entitlement of 
‘judgment creditor’ to order, 
[2010] 3/5

Intellectual property claims
amendments to Part

general, [2010] 8/9
summary, [2010] 3/7

Interest
lump sum and periodical 
payments awarded

sum to which enhanced 
interest should attach, [2010] 
5/2

Interim injunctions
anonymity orders

misuse of private information 
claims, [2010] 10/5
privacy claims, [2010] 10/4

court documents
non-party access, [2010] 10/4

misuse of private information 
claims

anonymity orders, [2010] 10/5
privacy claims

non-party access to court 
documents, [2010] 10/4

Interim payments
lump sum awards

particular not required to be 
established, [2010] 4/2—
[2010] 4/3

Interim remedies
amendments to Part

summary, [2010] 1/10
Interlocutory appeals

dismissal and adjournment by 
court

threat to trial date, [2010] 9/4
Interpleader proceedings

enforcement officers
refusal of order restraining 
claim against officer, [2010] 
6/3

“Intervention in proceedings”
defendants

application by defendant to 

additional claim to appear in 
main trial, [2010] 2/3

Investigatory Powers Tribunal
jurisdiction

breach of Convention right 
claim appropriate for IPT 
proceedings, [2010] 5/4—
[2010] 5/5

Joinder
defendant’s applications

representation of applicant by 
others, [2010] 1/5

Judgment creditors
meaning

entitlement to order where stay 
of execution in force, [2010] 
3/5

Judgments and orders
amendments to Part

enforcement, [2010] 8/9
amendments to practice direction

summary, [2010] 3/8
correction of errors

slip rule, [2010] 9/4
enforcement

amendments to Part, [2010] 
8/9

handing down judgments
redaction, [2010] 1/5

reasons
apparent bias, [2010] 2/2
redaction in public interest, 
[2010] 1/6

revision of draft
publication of unrevised 
version, [2010] 4/4—[2010] 
4/5

slip rule
intention of court, [2010] 9/4

Judicial review
abuse of process

claims brought predominately 
for collateral purpose, [2010] 
8/2—[2010] 8/3

amendments to Part
summary, [2010] 2/9

amendments to practice direction
summary, [2010] 2/11—[2010] 
2/12

costs
respondent’s entitlement, 
[2010] 3/4—[2010] 3/5

permission to apply
procedure for dealing with 
similar points in different 
cases, [2010] 6/4

Knowledge
limitation periods

objective test, [2010] 5/8
Legal costs insurance

disclosure
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jurisdiction of court, [2010] 
7/4—[2010] 7/5

Legal representatives
definition

amendment, [2010] 1/10
Libel

trial by judge alone
applications, [2010] 7/2

Limitation periods
addition of derivative claims after 
expiry

case summary, [2010] 6/5
general note, [2010] 6/6—
[2010] 6/7

cause of action
objective test as to knowledge, 
[2010] 5/8

derivative claims
addition after expiry of period, 
[2010] 6/6—[2010] 6/7
case summary, [2010] 6/5
general note, [2010] 6/6—
[2010] 6/7

disapplication
case summary, [2010] 2/2—
[2010] 2/3
discretion, [2010] 10/6—
[2010] 10/7
forensic prejudice to 
defendant, [2010] 2/6—[2010] 
2/7
general note, [2010] 2/6—
[2010] 2/7

general note
addition of derivative claim 
after expiry of period, [2010] 
6/6—[2010] 6/7
forensic prejudice to defendant 
in disapplication, [2010] 2/6—
[2010] 2/7
generally, [2010] 8/5

knowledge
objective test, [2010] 5/8

substitution of parties after expiry
general note, [2010] 8/5
manufacturer of vaccine, 
[2010] 6/3
mistake, due to, [2010] 8/3
whether change of claimant 
necessary, [2010] 2/4

trial of liability and limitation 
issues

discretion to disapply primary 
period, [2010] 10/6—[2010] 
10/7

Low value personal injury claims 
(road traffic accidents)

amendments to practice direction
general, [2010] 3/5, [2010] 4/5

general note

generally, [2010] 4/10—[2010] 
4/11

Lump sum awards
addition of parties

local authority providing care, 
[2010] 7/2

interest
sum to which enhanced 
interest should attach, [2010] 
5/2

interim payments
particular not required to be 
established, [2010] 4/2—
[2010] 4/3

Matrimonial home
order for sale

right to respect for private and 
family life, [2010] 5/3—[2010] 
5/4

McKenzie friends
general note

rights of audience, [2010] 
8/5—[2010] 8/6

practice notes
guidance, [2010] 8/4

Measure of damages
general note

new trial of quantum where 
fraud on court alleged, [2010] 
4/6—[2010] 4/8

Misconduct
costs

effect on winning party’s 
entitlement to recover, [2010] 
1/2

Multiple defendants
See Co-defendants

Non-parties
access to court documents

anonymity of parties, [2010] 
3/3

Norwich Pharmacal orders
general principles

application, [2010] 1/4
Notices of appeal

Supreme Court
amendments to practice 
direction, [2010] 5/11

Open justice
anonymity of parties

non-party access to court 
documents, [2010] 3/3

Oral examination
See Information from judgment 
debtors

Orders
amendments to practice 
directions

summary, [2010] 3/8
Supreme Court, [2010] 5/12

Supreme Court

amendments to practice 
direction, [2010] 5/12

Part 20 claims
defendants

application to intervene in 
main trial, [2010] 2/3

Part 36 offers
acceptance

offer not withdrawn, of, [2010] 
10/6
offer previously rejected, of, 
[2010] 7/4

general note
withdrawal, [2010] 7/7—
[2010] 7/8

not withdrawn
time of acceptance, [2010] 
10/6

withdrawal
case summary, [2010] 7/3—
[2010] 7/4, [2010] 10/4
general note, [2010] 7/7—
[2010] 7/8

Particulars of claim
amendments to Part

summary, [2010] 3/7
co-defendants

case summary, [2010] 2/4—
[2010] 2/5
general note, [2010] 2/7—
[2010] 2/8

general note
multiple defendants, [2010] 
2/7—[2010] 2/8

multiple defendants
case summary, [2010] 2/4—
[2010] 2/5
general note, [2010] 2/7—
[2010] 2/8

responses
amendments to Part, [2010] 
3/7

Partnership
service

usual or last known residence, 
at, [2010] 10/2

Patents County Court
transfer of proceedings

case summary, [2010] 10/2
general note, [2010] 10/8—
[2010] 10/10

Payments on account
costs subject to detailed 
assessment

exercise of discretion, [2010] 
6/2

Periodical payments
addition of parties

local authority providing care, 
[2010] 7/2

amendments to practice direction
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summary, [2010] 3/8
interest

sum to which enhanced 
interest should attach, [2010] 
5/2

interim payments
particular not required to be 
established, [2010] 4/2—
[2010] 4/3

Permission to appeal
change of circumstances

case summary, [2010] 6/4
general note, [2010] 6/7—
[2010] 6/8

general note
change of circumstances after 
grant, [2010] 6/7—[2010] 6/8

Supreme Court
amendments to practice 
direction, [2010] 5/11

Pilot schemes
practice directions

provisional assessment, [2010] 
8/4, [2010] 9/6, [2010] 9/9—
[2010] 9/10

provisional assessment
general, [2010] 8/4, [2010] 9/6
summary, [2010] 9/9—[2010] 
9/10

Possession claims
amendments to pre-action 
protocol

mortgage or home purchase 
plan arrears for residential 
property, [2010] 3/13

death of party
appointment of representative, 
[2010] 7/2

execution of orders by 
mortgagees

amendments to Part, [2010] 
8/8
generally, [2010] 8/4

re-litigation
abuse of process alleged where 
possession claim followed by 
disrepair claim, [2010] 4/3—
[2010] 4/4

Possession orders
execution by mortgagees

amendments to Part, [2010] 
8/8
generally, [2010] 8/4

Postponement orders
general note

as order of last resort, [2010] 
4/8—[2010] 4/9

trial dates
principles to be applied, 
[2010] 4/3

Practice directions
amendments

general, [2010] 3/5, [2010] 
4/5, [2010] 8/4, [2010] 9/6
summary, [2010] 1/11—[2010] 
1/12, [2010] 2/10—[2010] 
2/12, [2010] 3/7—[2010] 
3/12 [2010] 8/7—[2010] 8/10, 
[2010] 9/9—[2010] 9/11
Supreme Court, [2010] 5/11—
[2010] 5/15

Practice notes
McKenzie friends, [2010] 8/4

Pre-action disclosure
‘likely to be a party to 
proceedings’

case summary, [2010] 9/5—
[2010] 9/6

Pre-action protocols
amendments

summary, [2010] 3/13
amendments to practice 
directions

low value personal injury 
claims in RTAs, [2010] 3/5, 
[2010] 4/5

low value personal injury claims 
in RTAs

amendments to practice 
direction, [2010] 3/5, [2010] 
4/5

possession claims
amendments, [2010] 3/13

“Private Family Law Representation 
Scheme”

amendments to statutory 
instruments, [2010] 5/7

Product liability
substitution of parties

expiry of limitation period, 
after, [2010] 6/3

Protective costs orders
principles to be applied

Environmental Impact 
Assessment Directive, [2010] 
9/5

Provisional assessment
amendments to practice direction

general, [2010] 8/4, [2010] 9/6
summary, [2010] 9/9—[2010] 
9/10

pilot schemes
county courts, [2010] 8/4, 
[2010] 9/6, [2010] 9/9—
[2010] 9/10

Public hearings
See Hearings in open court

“Quantum trial”
adjournment

matters to be considered on 
late application, [2010] 3/2

Race relations (claims)
striking out

role of assessors, [2010] 10/3
Reciprocal enforcement

amendments to Part
summary, [2010] 1/10—[2010] 
1/11, [2010] 3/7

amendments to practice direction
summary, [2010] 1/11—[2010] 
1/12

judgments in different 
jurisdictions, of

amendments to Part, [2010] 
1/10—[2010] 1/11, [2010] 3/7
amendments to practice 
direction, [2010] 1/11—[2010] 
1/12

Redaction
handing down judgments

application to reopen 
judgment, [2010] 1/5

judgments, of
public interest, in, [2010] 5/6

References to European Court
Supreme Court

amendments to practice 
direction, [2010] 5/13

“Relief from sanctions”
case management

case summary, [2010] 7/5, 
[2010] 9/5—[2010] 9/6, 
[2010] 10/6
general note, [2010] 7/6—
[2010] 7/7

“Re-litigation”
abuse of process

acquiescence where failure to 
apply to strike out, [2010] 4/2
possession claim followed by 
disrepair claim, [2010] 4/3—
[2010] 4/4
procedure for determining 
issue, [2010] 5/6—[2010] 5/7

Reopening judgments
handing down judgments

application in case of redacted 
open judgment, [2010] 1/5

Representative parties
persons with same interest

case summary, [2010] 10/4—
[2010] 10/5
general note, [2010] 10/10—
[2010] 10/11

Right to fair trial
unless orders

conditions imposed, [2010] 5/2
Right to respect for private and 
family life

order for sale
matrimonial home, [2010] 
5/3—[2010] 5/4
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Rights of audience
general note

McKenzie friends, [2010] 8/5
Road traffic accidents (low value 
personal injury claims)

amendments to practice direction
general, [2010] 3/5, [2010] 4/5

general note
generally, [2010] 4/10—[2010] 
4/11

Routes of appeal
Destination of Appeals Order 
2000, and

case summary, [2010] 10/3
general note, [2010] 10/11—
[2010] 10/12

general note
effects of 
Destination of Appeals Order, 
[2010] 10/11—[2010] 10/12

Sale of property
order for sale of matrimonial 
home

right to respect for private and 
family life, [2010] 5/3—[2010] 
5/4

Security for costs
amendments to Part

summary, [2010] 1/10
Service

amendments to Part
summary, [2010] 1/9, [2010] 
2/9, [2010] 3/6—[2010] 3/7

claim forms
usual or last known residence, 
at, [2010] 10/2
‘usual residence’, at, [2010] 
6/4—[2010] 6/5

partnerships
usual or last known residence, 
at, [2010] 10/2

Service out of jurisdiction
amendments to practice direction

summary, [2010] 3/8
state immunity

defendant state’s non-
immunity, [2010] 5/4

Set-off
costs

expiry of paying party’s 
security guarantee before final 
certificate, [2010] 2/2

Setting aside
default judgments

case summary, [2010] 1/3—
[2010] 1/4
general note, [2010] 1/7—
[2010] 1/8

general note
default judgments, [2010] 
1/7—[2010] 1/8

Settlement
construction of settlement 
agreements

evidence of without prejudice 
communications, [2010] 3/4

Skeleton arguments
general note

length and complexity, [2010] 
5/8—[2010] 5/10

length
general note, [2010] 5/8—
[2010] 5/10

Slip rule
judgments and orders

intention of court, [2010] 9/4
Small claims track

amendments to practice direction
summary, [2010] 3/8

Solicitors
amendments to Part

summary, [2010] 3/7
amendments to practice direction

summary, [2010] 3/12
Specific disclosure

unless orders
relief from sanction, [2010] 
10/6

Standard disclosure
documents to be disclosed

pharmaceutical patent actions, 
[2010] 8/3

duty of search
electronically stored 
information, [2010] 6/2—
[2010] 6/3

State immunity
service out of jurisdiction

defendant state’s non-
immunity, [2010] 5/4

Statements of case
case management

striking out, [2010] 8/3—
[2010] 8/4 , [2010] 9/5—
[2010] 9/6, [2010] 10/6

striking out
unless orders, [2010] 8/3—
[2010] 8/4, [2010] 9/5—
[2010] 9/6, [2010] 10/6

Statutory instruments
amendments, [2010] 1/6, [2010] 
2/5, [2010] 4/5, [2010] 5/7, 
[2010] 8/4, [2010] 9/6

Statutory review
amendments to Part

summary, [2010] 2/9
amendments to practice direction

summary, [2010] 2/12
Stay of execution

oral examination
entitlement of ‘judgment 
creditor’ to order, [2010] 3/5

Striking out
case management

unless orders, [2010] 8/3—
[2010] 8/4, [2010] 9/5—
[2010] 9/6, [2010] 10/6

general note
relief from sanctions, [2010] 
7/6—[2010] 7/7, [2010] 9/5—
[2010] 9/6

race relations claims
role of assessors, [2010] 10/3

relief
case summary, [2010] 7/5, 
[2010] 9/5—[2010] 9/6, 
[2010] 10/6
general note, [2010] 7/6—
[2010] 7/7

statements of case
unless orders, [2010] 8/3—
[2010] 8/4, [2010] 9/5—
[2010] 9/6, [2010] 10/6

Substitution of parties
expiry of limitation period, after

claimants, [2010] 2/4
defendants, [2010] 6/3
exercise of discretion, [2010] 
8/3
general note, [2010] 8/5
mistake, due to, [2010] 8/3

Supreme Court
appeal hearings

amendments to practice 
direction, [2010] 5/12

applications
amendments to practice 
direction, [2010] 5/12

costs
amendments to practice 
direction, [2010] 5/13—5/15

cross-appeals
amendments to practice 
direction, [2010] 5/12

death of party
amendments to practice 
direction, [2010] 5/13

forms
amendments to practice 
direction, [2010] 5/12

human rights
amendments to practice 
direction, [2010] 5/13

notices of appeal
amendments to practice 
direction, [2010] 5/11

orders
amendments to practice 
direction, [2010] 5/12

permission to appeal
amendments to practice 
direction, [2010] 5/11

practice directions
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amendments, [2010] 5/11—
[2010] 5/15

references to European Court
amendments to practice 
direction, [2010] 5/13

Supreme Court Rules 2009
amendments to practice 
directions

summary, [2010] 5/11—[2010] 
5/15

Tainted acquittals
amendments to Part

summary, [2010] 8/9—[2010] 
8/10

Time limits
costs out of LSC fund

no discretion to extend, [2010] 
5/3

Tomlin orders
variation

principles to be applied, 
[2010] 7/2—[2010] 7/3

Transfer of proceedings
general note

Patents County Court, [2010] 
10/8—[2010] 10/10

Patents County Court
case summary, [2010] 10/2
general note, [2010] 10/8—
[2010] 10/10

“Trial dates”
postponement orders

principles to be applied, 
[2010] 4/3

Trials
general note

postponement as order of last 
resort, [2010] 4/8—[2010] 4/9

Unless orders
enforcement

principles to be applied, 
[2010] 6/2

relief
conditions imposed not in 

breach of right to fair trial, 
[2010] 5/2

striking out
case summary, [2010] 7/5, 
[2010] 8/3—[2010] 8/4, 
[2010] 10/6
general note, [2010] 7/6—
[2010] 7/7

Wasted costs orders
personal liability of solicitor

procedure, [2010] 9/4—[2010] 
9/5

Without prejudice communications
settlement agreements

construction of, [2010] 3/4
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